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A conversation with
Adam Nathaniel Furman

about influence

After a few emails, / call Adam quite spontaneously on a grey morning from our office. He answers
right away, his dog in his arms, some of his colourful work behind him in a small room filled with

objects of different shapes and sizes, all brighter than the other. It's invigorating.

TM You are giving lectures at universities, you pub¬
lished a book, you have massive numbers of
followers, you are talking to the future generation

and seem to want to induce some new
movement. You must know about the impact
of your influence but do you see it already?

ANF It is difficult to gauge the impact, you know,
one doesn't really realize it because people
don't necessarily interact a lot. I have been

present on the Internet since the 90s, so it has
been quite a long time already. What I have
found is that some colleagues have done things
over the same period of time and I thought
that we were talking to a void and it turns out
we weren't: years later I come across people
who have read me: architecture students in

Argentina, Russia, America, who actually found
some of the things I wrote very important for
them and I never knew.

So I guess the short answer is: I was doing this
anyway, I wasn't aware of the influence but
have come to be aware of it. Certain things that
I have been posting have been influential over
quite a long period of time.

TM Would you see immediate reactions to your
posts?

ANF No, and that specifically because what I have
done is that I massively cut off and reduced
the amount of things I followed. I had some
instances over the past years where I came
across people ridiculing things that I've done
or that I've said and I got into some stupid
arguments —and you can't. There is a limit to
the productive conversation that you can have
online that doesn't just turn into a sort of
hating match. So I've stopped looking and I've
become very controlled: I end up not knowing
if my posts were taken up and discussed
elsewhere and I don't really want to know. I sort
of put some things out there and then leave.

TM We saw some of your posts on Millennial and
how you engage with them ironically, turning
those negative headlines into something funny
but also very real. Do you think we should
make ourselves heard?

ANF Yes. I find architecture students a particularly
odd breed, in the sense that they're always
full of ideas and criticism—they will make the
effort of doing a zine or writing some radical
manifesto —but the work is oddly always
the same and actually oddly deferential. You
see people of the same age dealing with the
wider world, dealing with politics, dealing
with economic injustices, dealing with art and
theoretical ideas in the fine art world and they
are so much more radical and open to a myriad
of different influences and approaches. So I do
really wish that architecture students would
actually talk less and do more. One of the many
ways in which they can express themselves
would be using online tools in a more interesting

way, which they don't! Where is your desire
to use every single tool that is at your disposal
to smash things? There is none, and it's a little
bit annoying. You should have it and use it, it
would be nice if you did.

TM More voice and more médias! But then, why
not keep on with your collection of posts on
Millennial?

ANF I guess it's a theme —not a theme I came up
with—that encompasses a bigger issue: there
is a general generational divide. People who
are 40 and above and people who are 40 and
below. It's a divide (you know it, Trump, not
Trump, Brexit, not Brexit, Gilets Jaunes, not
Gilets Jaunes) that is running across society
throughout the western world. Because the
economic circumstances we grew up with —

if we are 40 and below—are so radically and
wildly different to those of people who are
40 and above, that we are almost different
human beings, or at least in the way we perceive
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"Millennials don't read. They don't

think as critically as they could. And

they're not interested in learning for

learning's sake."
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Millennials don't need
living rooms, says top
architect
'For many young professionals who are out and

about networking 24/7, a small, clean, private hotel

room-sized central patch serves their needs

perfectly well,' says Patrik Schumacher
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instagram after which we'll all just go and
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provided street USB charging points and
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the world. What's happening is, that you get TM
a lot of grumpy, angry, 40-something radicals
who are now really rich and look at younger
people and start bashing them. Effectively they
use arguments from 30 years ago that
superficially misinterpret what's being done by the
younger generation as being the same thing as
what they were doing when they were young- AN F

er, because they see some of the visual cues.
But they don't see under the surface, to all
of the societal and economic reasons as to why
these things are happening, they just see the
aesthetics of it. And then they go for some
kind of tabloid dismissal of this generation of
snowflakes and they combine it in order to
dismiss everything that has been done. Which is

of course ridiculous, but actually had currency
because it's this perfectly-knit package and it
makes them feel really good about themselves.
So rather than making a collection of bashing
posts—which really upsets a lot of people and
is really dismissive of a lot of groups—I would
prefer to go to another format where I could
take the opposite side seriously and respect
their opinions before breaking everything down
methodically.

TM What I understand is that you try to trigger
thoughts in people. If you are planning to initiate

a discourse, you take your time to do it, to
construct it and then you publish it...

ANF Yes, and I have done that, but virtually no one
reads it. And, to be honest, I don't really mind
because when I do them it is more for myself,
sort of to get my thoughts clear. For instance,
last year I wrote an essay on the freedom of
aesthetics. I am a liberal and I was trying to
expand the relationship between liberalism and
aesthetics and nobody ended up reading it.
But it helped me to clarify my thoughts! I've
been invited to write another essay for the new
edition of Architectural Design, specifically
on social media, which is going to give me the
opportunity to better understand what these
formats mean that I've been playing with. It

will give me a chance to explore that, textually
and theoretically.

This leads us to the final question, relating to
a somewhat broader context. We are experiencing

new ways of defining people, genres,
styles and even though it takes more time in

architecture, we see a shift coming. Do you
think this is true?

There is a lot of continuity here in the UK. It is

difficult to say. There are very specific
lineages of schools of thoughts. But that's in the
academics; it feeds itself. Outside of that,
I do know quite a few people who are from the
academic world but who have totally different

practices and who are very much on the
fringes of architecture. People operating on
the borderline between the fine arts, computer

game design, virtual reality design, social
engagement practices and who are mixing
these spheres of operations together in
interesting ways. They are not—because they are
not direct descendents of particular groups it
is much more difficult for them to get positions
in universities as teachers —easily defined yet
as being useful to architecture. They're all my
age, basically people in their mid thirties. So

to come back to your question I would say yes
and no: no because those lineages are making
sure that their babies are all getting positions,
but yes, because there are some really, really
interesting people doing very interesting things
who I think will be able to teach eventually.
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Adam Nathaniel Furman is an artist & designer of Argentine, Japanese and Israeli heritage based in London,
He trained in Architecture and Fine Art and his work has been exhibited all over Europe and in the USA.
He has lectured at the RIBA, UC Berkeley, amongst others and teaches at Central St Martins in London.
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